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1. 

The vibration of membranes is a basic topic in the theory of sound [1]. The behavior of
vibrating membranes is also related to that of vibrating plates [2] and electromagnetic
waveguides [3]. Many solutions to the governing Helmholtz equation for various
geometries have been found [4]. Recently the vibration of a membrane strip with small
boundary corrugations was studied [5]. Using perturbation theory, it was found the
amplitude and the phase difference of the corrugation have decisive effects on the
frequency.

The present note studies the effect of a large boundary perturbation, i.e., a long
membrane strip with additional periodic constraints at the boundaries. These constraints
may be due to membrane mounting or structural stiffening or used to increase the
fundamental frequency. Such a problem can be treated by several methods, such as finite
differences, variational methods, and Green’s functions. The method of eigenfunction
expansion and point match is used, which seems to be the simplest.

2. 

Figure 1 shows the two types of constraints considered. All lengths have been normalized
by the half width L of the membrane strip. The governing equation is

wxx +wyy + k2w=0, (1)

where k=(frequency)Lz[(tension per length)/(mass per area)]. The boundary condition
is that w=0 on all boundaries including the constraints. One considers first the in-phase
case Figure 1(a). For the fundamental frequency, the entire membrane rises and falls in
unison. Due to symmetry one needs to consider only the cell =x=E a, =y=E 1. The boundary
conditions are

w(x, 21)=0, w(2a, y)=0, 1− bQ =y=E 1 (2, 3)

(1w/1x)(2a, y)=0, 0E =y=Q 1− b. (4)

The solution satisfying equations (1) and (2) is

w(x, y)= s
a

n=1

An cos (any)Fn (x), (5)

where an =(n− 1
2)p, ln =z=a2

n − k2= and

Fn (x)=6 cos (lnx),
eln (x− a) + e−ln (x+ a),

an Q k
an q k7 . (6)
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Figure 1. The membrane strip with constraints (a) in-phase, (b) staggered.

Figure 2. Fundamental frequencies for the in-phase case.

By truncating the series to N terms and satisfying equations (3) and (4) by point match
at N equally-spaced points:

s
N

n=1

An cos (anyj )Fn (a)=0, 1− bQ yj E 1, (7)

s
N

n=1

An cos (anyj )F'n (a)=0, 0E yj Q 1− b, (8)

where

yj =(j− 1
2)/N, j=1, 2, . . . , N. (9)

For non-trivial An , the determinant of the coefficients of equations (7) and (8) is set to zero.
A simple root search gives the eigenvalue k. Accuracy is ascertained by increasing N.
Usually N=30 is sufficient for three significant figures in k.
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Figure 3. Typical displacements for the in-phase case (a=0·5, b=0·75).

Figure 4. Fundamental frequencies for the staggered case.

If the constraints are staggered as in Figure 1(b), the co-ordinates are centered such that
a polar symmetry exists:

w(x, y)=w(−x, −y). (10)

The boundary conditions are equation (2) and

w(a/2, y)=0, 1− bQ yE 1, (11)

(1w/1x)(a/2, y)=0, −1E yQ 1− b. (12)

The general solution satisfying equations (1), (2) and (10) is

w(x, y)= s
N

1

[An cos (any)Fn (x)+Bn sin (bny)Gn (x)], (13)
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where bn = np, gn =z=b2
n − k2= and

Gn (x)=6sin (gnx),
egn (x− a/2) − e−gn (x+ a/2),

bn Q k,
bn q k7. (14)

Using yi =−1+(i−1/2)/N, i=1, 2, . . . , 2N, equations (11) and (2) give 2N linear
homogeneous equations. The value of k is determined as before.

3.   

Figure 2 shows the fundamental frequency for the in-phase case. When b=0, there are
no additional constraints and the frequency for the strip is k= k0 = p/2. This is also the
asymptotic value when a:a or when the contstraints are far apart. When a:0 the
constraints are stacked together, giving an effective width of 2(1− b). Thus

k/k0 =1/(1− b). (15)

When b=1 the constraints partition the membrane strip into rectangles. The frequency
is accordingly [1]

k/k0 =z1+1/a2. (16)

Using the value of k found, the eigenfunction w(x, y) can be obtained by setting A1 =1,
deleting the last equation from equations (7) and (8) and solving for the remaining A'n s.
Figure 3 shows a typical displacement distribution.

Figure 5. Typical displacements for the staggered case (a=0·5, b=0·75).
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The fundamental frequency for the staggered constraints are shown in Figure 4. Since
staggered constraints do not overlap, the length b can be as long as the width of the strip.
For b=2 we find

k/k0 =z1+4/a2. (17)

Note for large a, the frequency is insensitive to b between 1·5 and 2.
In comparison to the in-phase results, for the same b(Q 1), the frequency for the

staggered case is somewhat higher. The difference diminishes for smaller a or b cases, where
interactions are less important. Figure 5 shows the displacement distribution for the
staggered case is quite different from that of Figure 3.

The present note confirms a previous wavy strip result [5], that a staggered boundary
gives higher frequency, although the stagger affects neither the boundary length nor the
membrane area. On the other hand, the frequency of the wavy strip may be increased or
decreased with wavelength from the unperturbed frequency while in the present case the
frequency is always larger than the non-constrained frequency k0.
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